Differential controls over tactile detection in humans by motor commands and peripheral reafference.
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent to which motor commands and peripheral reafference differentially control the detection of near-threshold, tactile stimuli. Detection of weak electrical stimuli applied to the index finger (D2) was evaluated with two bias-free measures of sensory detection, the index of detectability (d') and the proportion of stimuli detected. Stimuli were presented at different delays prior to and during two motor tasks, D2 abduction, and elbow extension; both tasks were tested in two modes, active and passive. For both active tasks, the peak decrease in tactile suppression occurred at the onset of electromyographic activity. The time course for the suppression of detection during active and passive D2 abduction was identical, and preceded the onset of movement (respectively, -35 and -47 ms). These results suggest that movement reafference alone, acting through a mechanism of backward masking, could explain the modulation seen with D2 movement. In contrast, tactile suppression was significantly earlier for active elbow movements (-59 ms) as compared with passive (-21 ms), an observation consistent with both the motor command and peripheral reafference contributing to the suppression of detection of stimuli applied to D2 during movements about a proximal joint. A role for the motor command in tactile gating during distal movements cannot be discounted, however, because differences in the strength and distribution of the peripheral reafference may also have contributed to the proximo-distal differences in the timing of the suppression.